GENRE-STYLISTIC AND LEXICO-SEMANTIC FEATURES
F ENGLISH PROFESSIONAL TEXTS TRANSLATION

Summary. The proposed article is devoted to the study of genre-stylistic and lexical-semantic features of the exact sciences texts translation from the English language into Ukrainian. For this study a lot of scientific works as well as original English scientific texts and their Ukrainian translations were studied. The main criterion that distinguishes one genre of scientific and technical literature from another is the functional purpose of the text. Knowledge of the peculiarities of multidisciplinary texts determines the correct selection of the appropriate language tools during translation and contributes to the creation of adequate translation. Terms are the basis of professional texts both in quantitative and semantic representations, so the data on the terminological richness of professional texts is important for the study of translation. Special attention is paid to the translation transformations for terms of exact sciences.
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The problem under discussion. The research is due to the rapid development of relations on the international stage in various professional fields, which requires fundamental studies of particular aspects of the professional texts translation. Although this problem has been partially investigated in theoretical terms, it is difficult to agree that this issue has now been reviewed exhaustively, as the translator faces new difficulties in translating professional texts in various fields.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The problems of professional translation have attracted the attention of many scholars, as evidenced by the significant amount of scientific papers and publications on this topic. First of all, we should mention such well-known Ukrainian and foreign translators and linguists as R. Arntz, K. Bauman, G. Budin, G. Vermeer, W. Wills, V. Karaban, T. Kiyak, D. Lotte, K. Nord, R. Stoltse. The problem of studying professional vocabulary was considered in the works of scientists such as T.L. Kandelaki, V.P. Danylenko, G.O. Vinokur, K. Averbukh, A.A. Reformatsky, O.S. Akhmanova, N. Kotelova, S.V. Grinev and others.

The aim of the article is to identify the main features of the professional English texts translation related to the exact sciences. The attainment of the agreed aim requires solving specific tasks:

- to analyze theoretical sources on this issue;
- to identify the main ways of translating English terms of exact sciences into Ukrainian;
- to illustrate the features of professional texts translation on the basis of salient examples.
Results and discussion.
1. The Analysis of Professionally-Oriented Texts.

Professionally-oriented or simply professional and special text is a text intended for a circle of specialists in a certain field of knowledge, which contains professionally relevant information that promotes the exchange of professional knowledge.

The leading functions of such texts are denotative (reporting of facts); commanding or volitional (prescription of actions); metalinguistic (description of the linguistic system when it comes to the language). The tonality of such texts is neutral or altered (business).

Types of information contained in such texts are:
1) cognitive (objective information about the external world characterized by three parameters such as objectivity (reality of the text), lack of the emotional connotation, use of terms), abstractness (logic of the text), density or compressibility (the use of abbreviations, numbers, formulas, graphs, figures, etc.);
2) prompt or appealing (incitement, call for certain actions, as, for example, in instructions, proclamations);
3) emotional (transfer of emotions and feelings but much less often than in other types of texts) [7, p. 44–87].

Characteristic features of the special texts are their informativeness, consistency (strict sequence, clear connection between the main idea and details), accuracy, clarity and comprehensibility. Texts belonging to this style may possess the indicated features to a greater or lesser extent. All such texts reveal the predominant use of language tools that contribute to meeting the needs of the specific sphere of communication [2, p. 55–89].

2. Peculiarities of the Translation of Professional Texts.

English special texts are incredibly difficult both for perception and translation. The texts are full of all kinds of linguistic means, which greatly complicate the entire process of translating the text. Therefore, those means need to be correctly interpreted.

Translation of special texts is a complex, rather painstaking activity, which requires the presence of certain skills and knowledge from the translator, because the result of the work of specialists who are interested in studying this scientific work will directly depend on the quality of the translation. Special translation is a translation of special texts, i.e., texts related to a particular scientific field that has its own terminology, or to several fields. Thus, almost any non-fiction text can be called a special text, the content of which generally refers to a specific topic, which is quite typical for communication [5, p. 158–177].

Special translation breaks down into four types corresponding to functional styles, i.e., translation: official texts (diplomatic, legal, military, commercial, laws, orders, decrees, characteristics, protocols, receipts, certificates, etc.); scientific and technical texts (relating to various subject areas of science and technology); journalistic texts (serving to influence people through the media: information is intended for wide sections of society, the impact is directed not only to the mind, but also to the feelings of the recipient); texts of everyday communication (colloquial and vernacular vocabulary are used: dialogues, personal letters, notes, telephone conversations, etc.).

It is believed that all professional texts are short, concise, monotonous, that the terminology of such texts is accurate and standardized, and the style is dry and devoid of imagery. This is true, however, within certain limits. In practice, translator is confronted with scientific and technical texts that simply amaze with their sophistication and vividness of the presentation. The translation of these texts is close in its characteristics to the literary ones. The process of translating such texts takes longer than that of standard texts, but it is more interesting from the point of view of the translation practice. For example, “This site uses cookies, that is, small text files that are stored on your computer to make the site easier to use.” (“На цьому сайті використовуються реп’яшки — маленькі текстові файли, котрі зберігаються на вашому комп’ютері з метою полегшення використання сайту”). Such vivid texts are not often found in practice. This is due, firstly, to the structural differences between the two languages, and secondly, to the wide genre diversity of the scientific and technical style [4, p. 326–359].

A prerequisite for adequate translation of any professional text is its full understanding by the translators, so they must understand the field of science in which they work. When translating professional texts, the translator must take into account the relations between the term and the context, so that the meaning of the lexical unit is revealed. Thus, the main task of the translator of multidisciplinary texts is to convey as accurately as possible the meaning of terms that overload the professional texts.

Also, real difficulties for the translator are created by so-called pseudo-internationalisms or «false friends of translators», i.e. words that have the same or similar form in two languages, but their meanings in these languages are different. For example, «силікон» is «креміні», not «сілікон»; «сигарети» is «тютюни», not «сигарети»; «дати» is «дані», not «дата» [3, p. 111–118].

3. The Ways of Translation terms in the professional texts.

The richness in terms is one of the defining characteristics of a scientific and technical text. Each term must be based on a definition, so that the term is an accurate and at the same time concise description of an object or phenomenon. The term can be formed on the basis of one language or borrowed from another one.

The main way of translating professional terms is the selection of the lexical equivalent in the language of translation, which is registered in the dictionary and exactly coincides with the meaning of the original term. According to V.I. Karaban, the translation of multi-equivalent terms requires the translator to be able to find an adequate equivalent in a certain context. If there are no dictionary equivalents for professional terms, translators use various methods of translation transformations [6, p. 66–108].

In our article, translation transformations were divided into lexical, lexical-semantic, lexical-grammatical and grammatical. All these types of transfor-
motions can be used for translating terminology of exact and natural sciences from English into Ukrainian.

Lexical transformations:
- transcription: «New processor three times more capable than this current system» («Новий процесор в три рази потужніший, ніж нинішня система»);
- transliteraton: «After the war the monitor was used for testing of different weapon systems» («Після війни монітор використовувався для випробування різних систем оборони»);
- mixed transcoding: «Portable fission device, five-kiloton yield» («Портативний лейвий розщеплення ядра, потужністю п'ять кілотон»);
- adaptive transcoding: «In 1897, a telephone cable to the mainland was laid» («У 1897 році прокладено телефонний кабель до материка»);
- calque loan translation: «Press the button with the pencil image or hot key F4 on the keyboard to open the record editor» («Щоб відкрити запису, треба натиснути клавішу F4 на клавіaturі»);
- complaint: «Excess heat can cause computer freeze» («Перегрівання може призвести до заморозку комп'ютера»);
- grammatical replacement: «The touchpad is needed to move the cursor across the display screen» («Потрібна сенсорна панель, щоб керувати курсором по екрану») [1; 4, р. 326–359; 5, р. 158–177; 8; 9].

Conclusions and scope for further research. During the analysis of professional texts of exact sciences and their Ukrainian translations it was revealed that professional multidisciplinary texts have certain features that constitute major challenges for a translator. First of all, we are talking about terms, the translation of which requires a precise understanding of the specifics of the field in which the translator works. The main way of translating professional terms is the selection of a regular dictionary equivalent, which exists in the language of translation and accurately conveys the content of a specific language unit to denote certain objects and phenomena. In the process of comparative analysis of the original text and the translated text, it was determined that professional terms can also be skillfully translated with the help of certain translation transformations.
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